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NEW QUESTION: 1
For protection, which of the following is a double-ended
switchover and requires an APS protocol?
A. Customer side 1+1 protection.
B. VLAN SNCP protection.
C. SW SNCP protection.
D. ODUK ring network protection.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Does Amazon RDS allow direct host access via Telnet, Secure
Shell (SSH), or Windows Remote Desktop Connection?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Depends on if it is in VPC or not
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which flag increases the number of instances when executing a
cf scale?
A. -f
B. -k
C. -i
D. -m
E. -c
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are designing an interactive patient television system
(IPTS) that will provide internet, nurse call and LCD
television services. From the following, which medium will NOT
support these services in a backbone cabling system?
A. Balanced twisted pair
B. RG-11 coaxial cable
C. Multimode optical fiber cable
D. Coaxial 1/2 inch hard-line cable
Answer: A
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